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Config DB - General

ENHANCE
MENT

New tab for License Details on the Online Update form. Displays information about the entitlements and expiration date of the license 
that was used for Online Update.

ENHANCE
MENT

Added an example action for changing a user's availability hours for Mail Calendar Scheduling, including a comment about how to 
properly set the timezone.

CHANGE Added a "Send To" button on the Client Data Collection form. Also, the Data Collection documents no longer send on save; the new 
button must be used in order to send the form.

CHANGE The alias example on the Eclipse Config form now uses the entries on the document to generate the example alias, to make it easier to 
understand.

FIX On newer Notes clients, the outline entries in the navigator would sometimes scroll to the top whenever a section in the outline was 
expanded. We found a way to fix this.

FIX Changes to the ".ini and Variables" action:

Changed the XML for the remove action, to make it work properly with versions of the DLL that were expecting a value.
Fixed a problem for this action where backslashes in regex values were not properly escaped for "Only if matches" conditions.
Fixed a problem where the "Only if matches" condition for a remove action was ignored.

FIX Fixed a problem where renaming a Condition might not propagate changes to all actions that use that condition.

FIX Fixed a problem where the "Offline replica maximum attachment size" value in the UI was rounded, but the unrounded value was used in 
the action XML.

FIX Fix for an error dialog indicating that the k_type field was incorrect, when printing a User Preferences action from a view.

FIX Modified the Profile Document action form so time-range type fields are displayed properly in all rows.

Config DB - MC Upgrade UI

FIX Fixed a problem where disabling the "Manage root notes.ini" option would cause the "Prepare or Public Upgrade" button not to work properly (no 
actions were generated).

FIX Fixed a problem where the Initiator feature might not create all the required SourceDirectoryInitURL lines in the generated MCUpgrade.ini file.

FIX MC_NetworkDirectory is now only validated if a customer has a roaming license, otherwise it is not written to the root notes.ini.

This component release is part of MarvelClient 11.0
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